Protect Identity Information

Millions of plastic cards are personalized for cardholders by printing or embossing personal, confidential, identity information. Thermal printing ribbons and embossing topping foils carry an image of the confidential information such as name, account numbers, expiration date, etc. All card issuers should shred the used ribbons to protect the identity information of the card holder and to protect themselves from potential liability arising from stolen ribbons.

The ISG ™ Rippa ™ ribbon feed device can be used with most top-fed, standard office shredders to destroy these ribbons and the images of confidential identity information they contain. Rippa will feed up to four rolls of thermal transfer printer ribbon or topping foil by threading between two rolls of standard, commercially available paper.

- Simultaneously shred up to 4 rolls of printer ribbon or topping foil up to 4.5" inches wide
- Adjustable legs with rubber feet absorb vibration and prevent skidding
- Compact, lightweight unit may be placed directly on top of standard office shredders
- Uses standard 4.5" wide rolls of paper
- Magnetic fittings enable quick, easy side loading of ribbons and paper
- Shred speed is dependent upon cycle speed of shredder
- Shred size and type (strip or cross cut) is dependent upon shredder

Benefits of Rippa shredding locally:
- Used ribbons can be shredded immediately
- Used ribbons are always within your control
- No waiting for shredding services
- Use existing office shredders
- Practical for shredding at multiple locations - instant issuance of financial cards and drivers licenses

Ideal for all markets, especially:
- Education - Student ID, Staff ID
- Financial - Credit cards, Debit cards, ATM
- Government - Military ID, Drivers License, National ID
- Healthcare - Patient ID

Shred all types of ribbons:
- Thermal Transfer
- Dye Diffusion Thermal Transfer
- Topping Foil
- Indent Ribbon*

Specifications:
- 6 3/16"w x 5 11/16"h x 9 3/8"d
- Height with feet: 6 7/8" - 8 5/8"
- 5.2 lbs. (without paper or ribbons)
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